
Norwich Rec Council  

Minutes – Tuesday, February 2
nd

, 2021 – 7pm 

Attendees: David Bartlett, Ryan Gardner, Brie Swenson, Cathy Girard, Sarah 

Martin, Bill Tine, Kristin, Pontecorvo, Nina Sablan 

 

January minutes were unanimously approved. 

Rink update from Brie: Up to 12 people are allowed on the rink at once. There is a schedule 

to allow folks to sign up. Lots of use from remote students. Still no lights for now.  

Nordic grooming at Brookmead and P5 begins this week. Initial run is $500 and then he’ll 

charge $300 per run. Huntley grooming is still run by Bob Fisken with the old machine. 

Cathy gave a report on the Huntley fountain, which has evolved into a bit more of a project, 

requiring new copper piping and a new concrete foundation. Cathy doesn’t have a cost yet 

but seeks input as to how to get some of the additional requirements covered and 

maintenance set up.  

Ford Sayre Nordic fees have been waived by the Selectboard.  

The Trails Committee/Recreation presentation on February 11
th

 in collaboration with the 

Norwich Historical Society. Brie outlined a few Discover Norwich presentations that NHS 

has put together to help get people outside. Brie will present on behalf of Norwich 

Recreation. 

Winter pop-up program: Brie is working loosely with Thetford as they try to find a new rec 

director. One possibility is simple co-promotion of Thetford Academy trails and similar 

promotion of Brookmead/P5. 

Valentine’s Nordic at Night: UVLT wants to promote the farm field area at Brookmead with 

torches or lights. Details and distancing precautions still evolving. We’ll need to have 

registration and a cap on numbers.  

Online programs updates: Recipe submittals and cooking participation down a bit even 

though we have additional sponsors. Photography course has been put on hold due to high 

cost. 

Spring program coaches are all lined up so we are in good shape in that regard.  

The meeting was adjourned at 7:55pm 


